Yale – New Haven Hospital: The Children’s Pavilion of the hospital is connected to the Eruv between South and Howard Streets on Park. The rest of the hospital is accessible by indoor routes from there. (See map on Yale Eruv website).

North Frontage and Temple: The Eruv boundary passes diagonally over the sidewalk where North Frontage crosses Temple. The walkable area inside the Eruv gets quite narrow.

Legion/South Frontage and Howard/Howe: Do not walk along Legion/South Frontage when crossing from one Eruv to the other. The Eruv narrows to the point that you’d have to press yourself against a fence and wriggle along.

Orange and Trumbull: The east side of Orange Street at Trumbull is outside the Eruv. To reach the block of Trumbull between Orange and State (south side only), take Audubon to State, then turn west onto Trumbull.

Humphrey and State: The pole just south of Humphrey is west of the sidewalk, in the gas station’s lot. This means that the sidewalk on both sides of State Street is outside of the Eruv at this point. To stay in the Eruv, you’d have to cross Humphrey diagonally and walk through the gas station.

It is nearly impossible to traverse Hopkins property while remaining inside of the Eruv. See detailed map on New Haven Eruv website.

Whalley and Dayton: Walking west on Whalley Avenue, you must turn the corner of Dayton Street and walk around the south side of the phone pole.

Henry and Winchester: Stay on the south side of Henry, and circle south around both poles on the southwest corner of this intersection before heading north on the east side of Winchester.